
 
 
 

Chapter 4 
 

Analysis 
 
 

Previous studies of ba/bei constructions and theoretical frameworks allow us to 

be in a better position to examine ba/bei…de resultatives. In this chapter, a semantic 

account of ba/bei…de resultatives is presented. Section 4.1 begins with a 

constructional analysis, which emphasizes the role of independently existing 

meaningful constructions that license resultatives. Section 4.2 demonstrates a number 

of generalizations that follow from the semantics of ba/bei…de resultatives, and the 

conceptual structure of ba/bei…de resultatives is given in Section 4.3. Finally, a short 

summary of the analysis is made in section 4.4. 

 

4.1 A Constructional Approach to Ba and Bei Constructions 

 

It is claimed that ba/bei…de resultatives are limited to disposal verbs (Wang 

1945, Chao 1968, among others). Previous findings maintain that if a verb does not 

possess the quality of disposal, the disposal form cannot be used. For example, stative, 

perception, psychological or some activity verbs without the disposal property cannot 
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occur in ba/bei…de resultatives. However, this study, adopting conceptual and 

constructional approaches, has the following claims: 

a. A given verb, a psychological verb and a perception verb alike, can still occur 

in ba/bei…de resultatives, whose causative-resultative meanings come from the 

co-presence of de result phrase and most importantly from the integration of the 

meanings of their components.  

b. Ba/bei…de resultatives, sharing generalizations, are regarded as a family of 

resultatives. 

According to Goldberg, “the meaning of an expression is the result of integrating 

the meanings of the lexical items into the meanings of constructions” (Goldberg 

1995:16). She has discussed several constructions such as the time-away construction, 

the ditransitive construction, and caused-motion construction from such a perspective. 

The Mandarin coding system provides evidence, too. By the application of such an 

approach, we will find that the causative-resultative meaning of ba/bei…de 

resultatives comes from the construction and from the way the construction combines 

holistically with all the components of the construction to express a complex event. 

The presence of ba or bei itself is not semantically associated with the causative sense; 

similarly, de complement alone does not necessarily indicate resultivity. However, it is 

the case when the use of ba is followed by a resultative complement; the 
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causative-resultative sense emerges. In other words, the causative-resultative 

inference is derived from the co-presence of ba and a resultative complement and 

from the integration of each element in ba/bei…de constructions. 

To get the full meaning of linguistic expressions, we cannot underestimate the 

construction. In this section, we are going to prove that stative, perception, 

psychological or some activity verbs, though having no disposal functions and 

causative-resultative meanings, can occur in the ba/bei…de resultative constructions.5

 

4.1.1 Stative Cases 

 

First of all, we are going to examine the class of stative verbs. The stative verbs 

allow the speaker to view a situation as a constant state, with no internal phases or 

changes, so obviously the class of stative verbs involve neither the disposal property 

nor the causative meaning. Specifically, they have nothing to do with the meaning that 

an entity can be manipulated or affected with some kind of force. Therefore, it is 

claimed that they cannot arise concomitantly with ba/bei…de resultatives, which 

denote disposal function. However, we can find that there exist cases where stative 

verbs do appear in ba/bei…de resultatives but do not cause the ungrammaticality of 

                                                 
5 Since our concerns are the semantic properties of ba/bei..de constructions, we leave aside the issue 
about the category of ba and bei. 
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sentences.  Consider the following:  

(44)  那   張  椅子 被 我  坐 得 快  壞  掉  了。 

     na  zhang yizi  bei wo  zuo de kuai hua diao  le 

     that  CL  chair BEI I   sit DE fast  broken  ASP 

    ‘ That chair is seated so often that it is almost broken.’ 

 

(45) 大 部分的 學 生   都 把  服務 大 眾      想   得  很 偉大。 

    da bufen de xuesheng dou ba  fuwu  dazhong  xiang  de  hen weida 

    big part NOM student  all  BA serve  big crowd think  DE very great 

    ‘Most students consider it great to serve the public.’ 

 

One may ask why the stative verbs zuo (坐) ‘sit’ and xiang (想) ‘think’ in (44) 

and (45) without the disposal use and the causative meaning can occur in ba/bei…de 

resultatives? Furthermore, since these verbs involve one or two participants, the 

question is how the third argument, the result, is licensed?   

From a constructional perspective, we do not need to stipulate a special 

sense—the causative sense—of these verbs. If the causative sense were involved in 

these verbs, then it would follow that each of these verbs is ambiguous between its 

basic sense and its sense in the ba/bei…de resultatives. Instead, we argue that the 

causative meaning results from the combination of the semantics of the components 

of the ba/bei…de resultatives; these stative verbs, zuo (坐) and xiang (想) remain to 

have their inherent semantics. It is through a holistic integration of the components 
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that the causative-resultative meaning of the ba/bei…de resultative constructions is 

explicitly brought about.  

As far as the result argument is concerned, we argue that ba/bei…de resultative 

constructions themselves are a meaning-bearing unit—“syntactic configurations 

whose structure contributes semantic content above and beyond that contained in the 

constituent lexical items” (Jackendoff 1997:553). Therefore, the result 

arguments—kuaihuaidiao (快壞掉) ‘almost broken’ and henweida (很偉大) ‘very 

great’--are not contributed by their main verbs, zuo (坐) and xiang (想), but are 

licensed by ba/bei…de resultative constructions. And in turn we get the interpretation 

of the resultatives. For a better understanding at this point, we also use the composite 

structure to illustrate.  

Example in (45) of ba…de sentence is taken for example; it is a resultative, 

requiring three arguments: agent6, patient, result-goal. The verb xiang (想) is a 

two-place predicate. Its participant roles are thinker and thinked7, respectively. 

According to the two principles--semantic coherence and full argument realization 

principle--for this verb to occur in the resultatives, the participant roles associated with 

the verb must fuse with the argument roles associated with the construction. The 
                                                 
6 The subject of the resultatives must be an instigator argument, which is not necessarily an agent. The 
instigator argument can be an event, an experiencer, or a natural force. Therefore, the term, an agent, is 
used in the broad sense. 
 
7 To mark the various participant roles of verbs in Mandarin, I follow Goldberg’s devices on 
English—the suffix ‘-er’ is for the event executor, ‘-ed’ for the affected theme, and ‘-ee’ for the 
intended placement (it can be a receiver, a place or an action). 
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participant roles of the verb—xiang (想)--fuse with the argument roles of the resultative 

construction as follows: 

 

Figure 4  Composite Structure: Ba…de constructions + xiang (想) 

 

 

    In figure 4, we see that the predicate xiang (想) is associated with two profiled 

participants—thinker, thinked. These two participant roles get integrated with the 

argument roles of the resultative construction--agent and patient--and have been 

linked to subject and object positions afterward. However, the composite structure 

reveals a mismatch of the number of roles; the construction contributes a result role 

not associated with a particular role of the verb. In other words, the occurrence of the 

result argument, henweida (很偉大) ‘very great’, in the sentence is licensed by the 

resultative construction. 

 

4.1.2 Activity Cases 
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We have seen that the verbs in the above examples do not encode the causative 

meaning lexically, and neither do some activity verbs like ku (哭) ‘cry’ and mang (忙) 

‘busy’ in the following examples. Although appearing in the resultatives, they do not 

change their meanings so as to license the result arguments. The causative meaning 

comes from the construction and the way the construction integrates semantically 

with the de resultative complement.  

(46) 那 個 嬰兒 把   大家   哭  得  都  心  碎   了。 

    na  ge yinger ba  dajia   ku  de  dao  xin  sui   le 

    that CL baby BA everyone cry  DE  all  heart broken ASP. 

    ‘That baby cried to the extent that people who heard her crying felt heartbroken.’ 

 

(47) 火  燒   防風林       把  消防隊員     忙   得  團  團    轉。 

    huo shao   fangfengli    ba xiaofangduiyuan mang de  tuantuan  zhuan 

    fire burn defend wind forest BA firefighter    busy  DE group group turn 

‘Windbreak forests on fire made firefighters so busy that they were exhausted.’ 

 

    The following figure shows how the activity verb ku (哭) ‘cry’ can fuse with the 

resultative construction that signifies a causative-resultative sense. As we have known, 

the resultative construction profiles three arguments: agent, patient, and result. The 

principle of semantic coherence allows the crier role to be fused with the agent roles 

of the construction. And by the full argument realization principle, the argument roles 
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of both the verb and the construction must be expressed in syntax.  In figure 3, we 

can find one of the three profiled participant roles—the agent—shares the subject 

position with the profiled argument roles of the predicate. The other arguments—the 

patient and the result—are added by the construction itself. 

 
Figure 5  Ba…de resultative construction + ku (哭) 

 
 
 
4.1.3 Perception Cases 
 
 

Let us further examine another class of verbs with respect to the causative 

meaning. This class of verbs, the verbs of perception, falls into two subsets. The verbs 

of the first subset ‘describe the actual perception of some entity. They take the 

perceiver as subject and what is perceived as direct object’ (Levin 1993:186). Verbs 

like smell, taste, hear, and so on belong to this subset. The verbs of the other subset 

are intransitive and ‘take the stimulus as the subject and express the perceiver in a 

prepositional phrase’ (Levin: 188). Verbs like look, taste, and so on are this type.  

In the following sentences, (48) and (49), the perception verb, kan (看) ‘look’ 
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and la (辣) ‘being pungent’, do not possess the disposal function: in both cases, the 

patient cannot be manipulated by na dao taiquo cai (那道泰國菜) ‘that Tai cuisine’ or 

laohu (老虎) ‘tiger’. But these two verbs do occur in the ba/bei…de constructions, 

respectively. Besides, they do not denote causing a change of state; specifically, they 

do not manifest the meaning that causes an entity to come to be in the resultant state. 

Although the verb, kan (看) ‘look’, is not a causative inchoative, we argue that when 

it is jammed into the resulative frame for causatives, its lexical meaning is integrated 

into the meaning of the resultative construction. 

 

(48)那 道   泰   國  菜    把  我 辣 得 眼淚   直 流。 

na dao  Tai  quo  cai   ba  wo  la de yan lei zhi  liu 

that CL Tai country cuisine BA  I hot DE  tear  just  run 

   ‘That pungent Tai cuisine made me shed tears.’ 

 

(49) 我 被  老虎 那 炯炯的    眼神  看 得 汗 毛   倒   豎。 

wo bei  laohu na jionjionde yanshen kan de han mao  dao  shu 

I  BEI  tiger CL bright    eyes   see DE fine hair upside stand 

‘I was seen by a tiger with its fierce eyes and as a result my fine hair was set 

upright.’ 

We also found that these two perception verbs, kan (看) ‘look’ and la (辣) ‘being 

pungent’, are a one-place or a two-place predicate, but there are three arguments that 

the ba/bei…de resultative construction profiles—agent, patient, and result. How do 
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the extra arguments arise? In our opinion, these extra arguments yan lei zhi liu (眼淚

直流) or han mao dao shu (汗毛倒豎), though not provided by the main verb, are 

licensed by the composite effects of their verbs and the construction. That is, it is the 

construction that contributes a result argument to the verb’s semantics. The integration 

of the verb kan (看) ‘look’ into the bei…de resultative construction is represented 

below:  

Figure 6  Bei…de resultative construction + kan (看) 

 

4.1.4 Psychological Verb Cases 

 

    The verbs of this class ‘describe the bringing about of a change in psychological 

or emotional state. They are transitive verbs whose subject is the experiencer of the 

emotion and whose object is the cause of the change in psychological state’ (Levin: 

191). Consider the following sentences: 

(50) 我 被   學生  有  心  為善 的  行為    感動  得 說   不 出  話。 
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    Wo bei xuesheng you xin weishan de  xingwei gandong de shuo  bu chu hua  

    I BEI student with heart do goods NOM behavior move DE speak not out words  

     ‘I was moved by students’ good deeds and as a result I was speechless.’ 

 

(51) 小 明   把  小 英   愛 得  死 去 活  來。 

Xiaoming ba  Xiaoing  ai  de  si qu  huo lai 

    Xiaoming BA Xiaoing  love DE die go  live come 

  ‘Xiaoming is deeply in love with Xiaoing.’ 

 

(52)  張三   把   李四 恨  得   咬    牙  切  齒。 

Zhangsan ba  Lisi  hen  de  yao   ya  qie  chi 

     Zhangsan BA  Lisi hate DE gansh  tooth cut  teeth 

    ‘Zhangsan hated Lisi to to the extent that Zhangsan became very angry.’ 

 

To account for these three sentences (50), (51) and (52), we claim that the 

causative-resultative sense of the sentences comes from the combination of all the 

components of the resultative construction instead of positing an additional verb 

sense—causative meaning—for each verb gandong (感動) ‘feel touched’, ai (愛) 

‘love’ and hen (恨) ‘hate’. Furthermore, in none of these cases do the verbs intuitively 

require the result argument. Rather, these two result arguements, shuo bu chu hua lai 

(說不出話來) ‘speechless’, si qu huo lai (死去活來) ‘in extreme pain’ and yao ya qie 

chi (咬牙切齒) ‘in anger’, are licensed by the ba/bei…de constructions, a 
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meaning-bearing unit. They are not provided by the verbs, gandong (感動) ‘feel 

touched’, ai (愛) ‘love’ and hen (恨) ‘hate’, all of which has the one-or-two-argument 

sense. The verb gandong (感動) has only one argument—experiencer—while the 

other two verbs, ai (愛) and hen (恨), profile two arguments—experiencer and theme. 

In addition, we can easily detect sentential ambiguity in examples (51) and (52). 

In (51), either Xiaoming or Xiaoing is the host of the result phrase si qu huo lai (死去活

來) ‘in extreme pain’; similarly, in (52), either Zhangsan or Lisi is the host of yao ya qie 

chi (咬牙切齒) ‘in anger’. The presence of the ambiguity has to do the lexical 

semantics of psychological verbs. Some of these verbs like enjoy can take an 

experiencer as subject, a theme as a theme, while some like please select a theme as 

subject, an experiencer as object. Therefore, when these verbs of this kind come into 

ba…de constructions, sentential ambiguity spells out. 

Next, we are going to examine how the participant roles of a psychological verb 

fuse with the argument roles of ba…de constructions. Sentence (52) is taken for 

example. It is a resultative construction, requiring three arguments: agent, patient, 

result-goal. The verb hen (恨) is a two-place predicate. Their participant roles are hater 

and hated, respectively. According to the two principles--semantic coherence and full 

argument realization principle--for these verbs to occur in the resultatives, the 

participant roles associated with the verb must fuse with the argument roles associated 
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with the construction. The participant roles of the verb—hen (恨)--fuse with the 

argument roles of the construction as figure 7a and 7b, since either hater or hated 

could be the host of yao ya qie chi (咬牙切齒) ‘in anger’: 

Figure 7a  Ba…de resultative construction + hen (恨) 

 

 

Figure 7b  Ba…de resultative construction + hen (恨) 

 

    In figures 7a and 7b, we see that the predicate hen (恨) can contribute two 

participant roles—hater and hated. These two participant roles fuse with agent and 

patient associated with the construction. The result argument, yao ya qie chi (咬牙切

齒) ‘in anger’, is added by the resultative construction, which is capable of bearing 

and providing arguments.  
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In general, we argue that the causative meaning of the full expressions need not 

be attributed to different verb senses; verbs retain their intrinsic semantic 

representations in the construction. As for the causative meaning, it is more attributed 

to the ba/bei…de constructions. 

 

4. 2.5 Other Cases 

 

Mei (1978) proposes that aspect serves as a condition on the ba predicate to filler 

out the verbs such as you (有) ‘exist’, xiang (像) ‘resemble’ and xing (姓) ‘be 

surnamed’, for they cannot take the perfective aspect marker –le. In our view, the 

intrinsic nature of these verbs is not semantically compatible with the ba/bei…de 

constructions, which convey causative-resultative property. These verbs themselves 

carry out no internal changes, and cannot be combined with a result phrase to yield a 

possible end state of an event. For example, in the case of you (有) ‘exist’, a result 

phrase is not allowed to combine with this verb to express the outcome of the existing 

activity. Therefore, the verbs of this kind are precluded to appear in ba/bei…de 

constructions, which specify the causative-resultative sense. 

 

4.2 Ba/bei…de Constructions as a Family of Resultative Constructions 
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There are a number of generalizations between ba/bei…de constructions, both 

semantically and structurally. Consider the cases below. These two sentences have 

similar structures with the different placements of NP1 and NP2: NP1 ba NP2 V RP or 

NP2 bei NP1 V RP. Besides, they have the same arguments. Here in both sentences, 

NP1 is an instigator argument; NP2, a patient argument. As an identifying 

characteristic of ba/bei…de constructions, RP denoting an endstate of change is a 

result argument. Although these two sentences differ in functional reasons, they 

semantically express a similar concept: ‘noisy firecrackers made me sleepless.’ 

(53)  吵  雜  的  鞭 炮  聲    把 我  吵  得  睡  不  著    了。 

     chao za MON bian pao sheng  ba wo  chao de  shu  bu  zhao  le 

     noisy    firecracker sound  BA wo annoy DE sleep not already ASP 

     ‘Noisy firecrackers annoyed me to the extent that I was sleepless.  

 

(54) 我 被  吵 雜 的  鞭 炮    聲   吵   得  睡  不  著    了。 

wo bei  chao za de  bian pao sheng  chao  de  shu bu zhao   le 

wo BEI  noisyMON firecracker sound annoy DE sleep not already ASP 

‘I was annoyed by noisy firecrackers and as a result I was sleepless.’ 

    In this section, let us take a closer look at these two constructions to find out 

which of their properties can be explained by the construction as a whole. Later 

ba/bei…de constructions will be proved to be a family of resultative constructions.  

In the preceding sentences (53) and (54), we can see that both ba/bei…de 
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constructions contain a direct object—wo (我) ‘I’ which can be easily understood as 

undergoing a change of state expressed by the RP—shui bu zhao (睡不著) ‘sleepless’: 

‘I became sleepless.’ We call these two sentences ‘transitive resultatives,’ for there 

exists a necessary direct object in them. For that reason, ba/bei…de constructions do 

not have intransitive resultative cases; adding a patient is a must or ungrammaticality 

will arise like (55).8  

(55) ＊a. 吵  雜 的 鞭  炮  聲    把   吵   得 睡  不   著  了。 

         chao za de  bian pao sheng  ba  chao  de shu  bu  zhao  le 

         noisy  MON firecracker sound  BA annoy DE sleep not already ASP 

        ‘Noisy firecrackers annoyed me to the extent I was sleepless. 

 

＊ b. 被吵雜的鞭炮聲吵得睡不著了。 

 bei  chao za de bian pao sheng  chao  de  shu bu zhao   le 

   BEI  noisy    firecracker sound annoy DE sleep not already ASP 

‘? was annoyed by noisy firecrackers and as a result I was sleepless.’ 

In some ba/bei…de constructions like (56), we also can find that the direct object 

is selected by the verb alone, while in others like (57) it is not. In (56a), jiao (腳) 

‘feet’ is an argument of the verb xi (洗) ‘wash’, and chuanghu (窗戶) ‘window’, an 

argument of the verb guan (關) ‘close” in (56b). However, in (57), the objects dajia 

(大家) ‘everyone’ and xiaofangduiyuan (消防隊員) ‘firemen’ do not bear the 

semantic relation with their verbs ku (哭) ‘cry’ and mang (忙) ‘busy’. They are not 

                                                 
8 However, we can find intransitive resultative cases in English easily like The pond froze solid. 
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subcategorized by the verbs. We regard the ones in (56) as selected transitive 

resultatives and the ones in (57) as unselected transitive resultatives.  

(56) Selected transitive resultatives 

a. 在    溫 溫   的 水    中，他  把  腳  洗  得 很   乾 淨。 

zai  wen wen   de shui  zhong ta  ba  jiao  xi  de hen  gan jing 

in    warm    DE water within he  BA foot wash DE very  clean 

‘He washed his feet in warm water, and as a result his feet became very 

clean.’ 

 

b. 窗    戶 被  他   關 得  緊 緊 的。 

chuanghu bei  ta  guan de  jin jin  de 

window  BEI  he close DE  shut  DE 

‘The window was closed by him, and as a result it became shut.’ 

 

(57) Unselected transitive resultatives 

  a.  那 個 嬰兒 把   大家   哭  得  都  心  碎   了。 

    na  ge yinger ba  dajia   ku  de  dao  xin  sui   le 

that CL baby BA everyone cry  DE  all  heart broken ASP. 

‘That baby cried to the extent that people who heard her crying feel heartbroken.’ 

 

b.  火  燒   防風林       把  消防隊員     忙   得  團  團    轉。 

   huo shao   fangfengli    ba xiaofangduiyuan mang de  tuantuan  zhuan 

   fire burn defend wind forest BA firefighter    busy  DE group group turn 

‘Windbreak forests on fire caused firefighters to be busy to the extent they were 

exhausted.’ 
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But with a further examination, we can find out a generalization between both 

(56) and (57). The direct objects in these sentences are all interpreted as a change of 

state denoted by the RP; in other words, the objects in these sentences are the host of 

the RP. For example, in (56a), jiao (腳) ‘feet’ is the host, and chuanghu (窗戶) 

‘window’ is the host in (56b). And in (57a) and (57b), dajia (大家) ‘everyone’ and 

xiaofangduiyuan (消防隊員) ‘firemen’ are the host of the RP. And we can derive that 

in both ba…de and bei…de constructions, the object is usually the host of the RP.  

 

4.2.1 The Structures for the Semantics of the ba/bei…de Constructions 
 
 

Next, to have a better understanding of the resultative concept, we are going to 

propose the meaning structures for each of ba/bei…de constructions and will 

demonstrate how semantic properties of ba/bei…de resultatives can follow from their 

meaning structures. Goldberg and Jackendoff (2004) argue that ‘the meaning of a 

resultative sentence contains two separable subevents. One of them, the VERBAL 

SUBEVENT, is determined by the verb of the sentence. The other subevent, the 

CONSTRUCTIONAL SUBEVENT, is determined by the construction’ (Goldberg and 

Jackendoff 2004: 538). The sentence Willy water the plants flat is taken for example. 

They express the meaning of this sentence as below: 

(58) Syntax: NP V NP AP 
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    Semantics: WILLY CAUSE [PLANTS BECOME FLAT] 

    MEANS: WILLY WATER PLANTS 

From this semantic notation, we can discern there are two subevents. The verbal 

subevent (WILLY WATER PLANTS) serves as the means by which the constructional 

subevent (PLANTS BECOME FLAT) occurs. 

In line with them, we hold that ba/bei…de resultatives also contain two 

subevents. Consider the following examples. 

(59)他 把 他 的   女兒  的腿打   得 紫   黑。 

    ta ba  ta de   nu er  de tui da  de  zi   hei 

    he BA his NOM daughter DE leg hit  DE blue black 

    ‘He hit his daughter, and as a result his daughter’s legs became blue and black.’ 

 

(60)桌上的食物被小明吃得一乾二淨。 

   zhuo  shang   de  shi wu  bei  Xiaoming  chi  de    yi gan er jing 

    desk   on  MON  food  BE  Xiaoming   eat  DE  completely clean 

   ‘The food on the table was eaten up by Xiaoming, and as a result the table is 

completely clean .’ 

 

The preceding ba/bei sentences, (59) and (60), are taken for example to 

instantiate the resultative meaning. From (59), we can get the interpretation: he made 

his daughter’s legs black and blue by hitting her. This interpretation shows that the 

verbal subevent ‘beating her daughter’ serves as the means of causing the other 
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subevent to take place: ‘he caused his daughter’s legs to become black and blue.’ 

Namely, the verbal subevent and the constructional subevent are causally related. 

From the above meaning interpretation, we can discern the distribution of arguments 

between the two subevents: ta (他) ‘he’ is the agent of both subevents, ta nu er de tui 

(他女兒的腿) ‘his daughter’s legs’ is the patient of both subevents, and zihei (紫黑) 

‘black and blue’ is the resulting property in the constructional subevent.  

In the other bei resultative example (60), we can recognize its meaning as ‘Xiao 

ming made the food on the table disappear by eating up all of them.’ Here, the verbal 

subevent is ‘Xiaoming eat all of the food on the table’, which is the means toward the 

constructional subevent ‘Xiaoming caused the table to become completely clean.’ As 

for the distribution of arguments, Xiaoming is the agent of both subevents, zhuo shang 

de shi wu (桌上的食物) ‘the food on the table’ is the patient of both subevents, and yi 

gan er jing (一乾二淨) ‘completely clean’ is the resulting state in the constructional 

subevent. For ease of exposition, we also employ a semantic notation to show the 

connection of the verbal and constructional subevents that (59) and (60) manifest: 

(61) The semantic notation of (59) ba example: 

Syntax: NP1 BA NP2 V AP3

Semantics: he CAUSE [his daughter’s legs BECOME black and blue] 

Means: he hit his daughter’s legs 

(62) The semantic notation of (60) bei example: 
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Syntax:   NP2 BEI NP1 V AP3 

Semantics: Xiaoming CAUSE [the table BECOME completely clean] 

   Means: Xiaoming ate all of the food on the table 

To sum up, resultatives, ba constructions and bei constructions alike, are 

composed of two subevents. One is the verbal subevent; the other is the constructional 

subevent. And there exists a causal relation involved between them: the verbal 

subevent serves as the means by which the constructional subevent takes place. 

Ba/bei…de constructions involving the causative property can both be called 

causative property resultatives.  

 

4.2.2 The Temporal Relation of the Two Subevents 

In this section, we turn to consider the temporal relation between the two 

subevents of ba/bei…de resultative constructions. We have seen that in the preceding 

section the verbal subevent is the means of achieving the constructional subevent. In 

other words, the constructional subevent may not take temporal precedence over the 

verbal subevent. However, it is possible that the verbal subevent is cotemporal with 

the constructional subevent, or overlaps with it, or entirely precedes it, depending on 

the semantics of the sentence and the pragmatics of the situation. The following 

examples illustrate these three temporal relations. 

(63) The cause is cotemporal with effect.  
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a. 整     個   房 間 被  蠟燭   的 火  光   照    得   晶  亮。 

Zheng  ge  fangjian bei  lazhu  de huo guang zhao   de  jing liang 

whole CL   room   BE  candle  DE fire light  shine MON   bright 

‘The candlelight shone in the room and as a result the whole room became 

bright.’ 

Semantics: the candlelight CAUSE [the whole room BECOME bright] 

Means: The candlelight shone in the room. 

 

b. 雨 水 把 院子 的  鐵  桶   打得   叮  叮  咚   咚  響。 

yushui ba yuanzi de  tie  tong  da de  ding ding dong dong xiang 

rain   BA yard MON iron bucket tap DE ding ding dong dong sound 

‘Rains tapped on the iron bucket in the yard and made ding-dong sounds.’ 

Semantics: rains CAUSE [the iron bucket make ding-dong sounds] 

Means: Rains tapped on the iron bucket.  

Example (63a) denotes a situation when the whole room became bright as soon 

as the candlelight was lighted on. The second one (63b) can be interpreted as the iron 

bucket making ding-dong sounds immediately when rains tapped on it. These two 

sentences are typical cases indicating the verbal subevent co-occurs with the 

constructional subevent. Or we can say the constructional event extends 

simultaneously along the course of the verbal subevent. Examine the following:  

(64) The verbal subevent precedes the constructional subevent. 

 

a. 每   個  人   都被  螞蟻  咬 得皮膚   紅 腫。 
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mei  ge  ren  dou bei mayi  yao de pifu  hong zhong 

every CL people all BEI ant   bite DE skin  red swollen 

‘Every one was bitten by ants, and as a result everyone’s skin became red and 

swollen.’ 

Semantics: the ants CAUSE [everyone’s skin BECOME red and swollen] 

     Means: The ants bit everyone. 

b. 白 蟻 把  一   整   棵  桂樹  吃 得  精  光。 

baiyi  ba  yi  zheng  ke  gushu  chi de  jing guang 

   termite BA one  whole CL  bay tree eat DE  empty 

   ‘The termites ate up the bay tree, and as a result, the leaves were all gone.’ 

Semantics: the termites CAUSE [the leaves of the bay tree BECOME gone] 

      Means: The termites ate up the bay tree. 

Examples in (64) illustrates another temporal relation: the verbal subevent 

happens before the constructional subevent. Example (64a) conveys that everyone is 

bitten by ants, and later everyone’s skin became red and swollen. Example (64b), 

similarly showing the same temporal relation, means that the whole bay tree was gone 

at the moment the action of eating up was done. More specifically, the beginning of 

the action coded by the verb ‘eat up’ is temporally prior to the beginning of the 

resulting state ‘the bay tree was gone.’ Next, let’s consider another relation: 

(65) The cause overlaps with inception of effect.  

 

a. 我 的  嘴巴  被   蝦   球 塞  得   鼓   起 來。  
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wo de  zuiba  bei  xia   qui sai  de   gu   qi lai 

    my   mouth  BEI shrimp ball fill  DE bulge  start 

‘I had my mouth filled with so many shrimps that it became bulged.’ 

Semantics: I CAUSE [my mouth BECOME bulged] 

    Means: I had my mouth filled with many shrimps. 

 

b. 雛 鳥 把 嘴 巴 張   得 大大 的。 

chuniao ba zuiba  zhang de da da  de 

   fledging BA mouth open DE  big  DE 

  ‘A fledging opens its beak to the extent that its beak becomes open-wide.’ 

Semantics: a fledging CAUSE [its beak BECOME open-wide] 

     Means: A fledging opens its beak. 

    Examples in (65) indicate cases where the verbal subevent overlaps with the 

inception of the constructional subevent. Take (65a) for example; it expresses that 

wo de zui ba (我的嘴巴) ‘my mouth’ may be a little bulged as soon as one shrimp 

comes into the mouth. It is until many shrimps were put into my mouth did the 

mouth become fully bulged. Example (65b), likewise, has the same interpretation: 

the constructional subevent ‘a fledging’s beak became open-wide’ partially 

coincides with the verbal subevent ‘a fledging opened its beak.’  

From the above cases, we get another generalization; namely, the temporal 

relations between the two subevents of ba or bei…de constructions can be detected by 

means of the exploration of their semantic structure.  
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4.2.3 Aspectual Properties  

 

    In the last section, we have accounted for the temporal relation of resultative 

constructions.  It lays the foundation for our discussion of the aspectual properties of 

the sentence. Since we have known that the verbal subevent is interpreted as the 

means by which the constructional subevent takes place and that the constructional 

subevent may not occur temporally prior to the verbal subevent.  Therefore, the 

constructional subevent may play an important role in determining the telicity of 

resultatives.  

     Telicity, one of the temporal properties, is relevant to the aspectual information 

of a sentence. According to Smith (1997), telicity refers to “change of state, one of the 

most significant conceptual properties of events for human beings, is not expressed 

directly in language….The syntactic evidence for a telic event turns on the notion of 

completion, which involves the interaction of duration and change of state”(42). More 

specifically, we can distinguish telic events from atelic events. Telic events have a 

definite endpoint or an end state. In this example, He wiped the table clean, the final 

endpoint is reached when the table became clean. In contrast, atelic events do not 

denote an outcome or other change of state. The sentence He was walking to school 
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serves an example. We cannot conclude that He got to school. 

     Since a resultative construction contains a constructional subevent, which 

signals an end state of the action caused by the predicate, we realize that resultatives 

are invariably telic. The above-mentioned sentence He wiped the table clean, 

conveying the changed state, instantiate this point. After explicating the concept of 

telicity with English resultatives, we next turn to examine Chinese resultative cases. 

Consider the following examples: 

(66) 爸爸  把 門    窗    刷 洗 得   乾 乾  淨 淨。 

     baba  ba men chuang  shuaxi  de  gan gan jing jing 

     father BA door window  scrub  DE  very clean 

    ‘My father scrubbed the windows so hard that the window became very clean.’ 

Semantics: my father CAUSE [the windows BECOME clean] 

     Means: My father scrubbed the windows. 

 

(67) 我 被  他   撞   得   重  心   不  穩。 

     wo bei  ta  zhuang de  zhongxin  bu  wen 

     I  BEI  him bump  DE   body  not  steady 

    ‘I was bumped by him and as a result, I could not stand steadily.’ 

Semantics: he CAUSE [I stand unsteadily] 

     Means: He bumped into me. 

Ba/bei sentences in (66) and (67) are taken for example. Ba sentence in (66) 

gives a case where the result phrase gan gan jing jing (乾乾淨淨) ‘very clean’ 
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signifies the terminal point of the action of scrubbing windows; the window became 

very clean finally. Therefore, we know that this ba sentence is telic. Bei sentence in 

(67) similarly expresses a telic event. The result phrase zhong xin bu wen (重心不穩) 

‘stand unsteadily’ denotes an endstate of change as a result of his bumping into me 

and sets a terminal point for the action. We can easily observe that the telicity of a 

resultative construction correlates with the end-boundedness of the constructional 

subevent. In other words, the aspectual structure of the constructional subevent 

controls the telicity of the resultative sentence. This anaylsis of the ba/bei…de 

constructions is in accordance with Goldberg and Jackendoff’s (2004) analysis of the 

resultative contruction. They suggest ‘the end-boundedness of the RP determines the 

telicity of the constructional subevent, and the telicity of the constructional subevent 

determines the telicity of a resultative sentence’ (544). 

In short, we have found that the ba construction and the bei construction show a 

great deal of syntactic and semantic similarities. They preserve similar argument 

structures (agent, patient, result or patient, agent, result). Also from the semantics 

many properties can be predicted. Both of them include two subevents; one of which 

functions like the means by which the other subevent occurs. And the latter, the 

constructional subevent, takes a big part in controlling the aspectual structure of the 

sentence. 
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4.3 Decomposing Meanings of ba/bei⋯de Resultative Constructions 

 

In the last section, we have seen that ba/bei⋯de resultative constructions are 

composed of a verbal subevent and a constructional subevent. However, to have a 

better understanding how these semantic relations are characterized in the human 

mental representation, we are going to take up the other task to decompose ba/bei⋯de 

resultative concepts into structured forms.  

The English syntactic structure of [NP1 VP NP2 AP] is paired with an 

interpretation represented by conceptual structure such as “NP1 causes NP2 to become 

AP, by V-ing” (Jackendoff 1997:171), and the notion of causation is treated as a 

semantically primitive function CAUSE within the resultative conceptual structure. 

And in Chinese ba/bei⋯de resultative constructions, the resultative concept is 

manifested similarly at the level of conceptual structure. Sentence (45) Dabufen de 

xuesheng dou ba fuwu dazhong xiang de hen weida （大部分的學生都把服務大眾想

得很偉大。）‘Most students consider it great to serve the public’ is taken for example. 

We show how this sentence of resultative expresses a conceptual structure in (68). 

 

(68) a. [Event CAUSE ([Object MOST STUDENTS] [Object SERVING THE 
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PUBLIC], [Event INCH ([State BE Ident ([Object SERVING THE PUBLIC] 

[Place IN ([Property GREAT])])])])] 

b. 

 

Figure 8: conceptual structure of example (68a) as a tree structure  

    Here, the resultative event in (68) is structured by four semantic categories: the 

causation itself, CAUSE, the object that performs actions, the other object that 

undergoes the change of state, and an event that encodes the end state of the action. 

However, we find some problems if we follow Jackendoff’s conceptual structure 

totally to account for the resultative concept. First, the event that serves as the means 

by which the other event occurs does not specify the predicate think out; furthermore, 

the relationship between the verbal subevent and the constructional subevent can not   
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be conveyed clearly in the tree structure. Therefore, we have made some 

modifications of the conceptual structure given in (68) to resolve these problems. 

Examine (69): 

 

(69) a. [Event1 CAUSE ([Predicate THINK ([Object MOST STUDENTS] [Object 

SERVING THE PUBLIC])]), [Event2 INCH ([State BE Ident ([Object 

SERVING THE PUBLIC] [Place IN ([Property GREAT])])])])] 

    b. 

 

Figure 9: conceptual structure of example (69a) as a tree structure 

From this conceptual structure, we can clearly see that the predicate think (想) is 
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identified in the verbal subevent, marked with Event1, and this Event1 serves as a 

means to yield the other event, the constructional subevent, marked with Event2, since 

the primitive CAUSE expresses the function CAUSE (Event1, Event2). So we get the 

interpretation that these two subevents are causally related: most students think about 

serving the public so much, which caused the idea about serving the public to become 

great. By such decomposition, we can also discern the temporal relation between 

these two subevents. The constructional subevent cannot take temporal precedence 

over the verbal subevent, for the verbal subevent is the means of affecting the 

constructional subevent to take place. 

We have seen how ba…de resultative concept is represented in the conceptual 

structure, and next we are going to decompose the other resultative concept, bei…de 

construction. Sentence (60) zhuo shang de shiwu bei Xiaoming chi de yi gan er jing 

(桌上的食物被小明吃得一乾二淨) ‘The food on the table was ate up by Xiaoming, 

and as a result the table was completely clean.’ is taken for example. Consider the 

following conceptual structure: 

 

(70) a. [Event1 CAUSE ([Predicate EAT ([Object XIAOMING] [Object THE FOOD 

ON THE TABLE])]), [Event2 INCH ([State BE Ident ([Object THE TABLE ] 

[Place IN ([Property CLEAN])])])]]] 
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b. 

 

Figure 10: Conceptual structure of example (70a) as a tree structure. 

We can also easily detect that this bei…de construction is made of two separable 

subevents. Event1, the verbal subevent, is determined by the verb phrase eat the food 

on the table, and this verbal subevent causes the other subevent—the table comes to 

be very clean—to occur. And the temporal relation between these two subevents is 

clearly conveyed: the verbal subevent is temporally prior to the constructional 

subevent, but not the vice versa.  

In short, the decomposition process helps us understand better how ba…de or 

bei…de resultative concept is mentally encoded in terms of a set of primitives, and 
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how it is composed of, and how the temporal relation between the subevents within it 

is reflected.  

4.4 Summary 

     This chapter gives a detailed analysis of ba/bei…de constructions from a 

constructional and conceptual approach. First, we have known that the 

causative-resultative reading can be detected when the use of ba arises with the de 

resultative complement. This causative-resultative reading does not come exclusively 

from the verb, but from the integration of the meanings of the ba/bei..de resultative 

constructions. Second, some arguments that are not licensed by the predicate are 

provided by the resultative construction, because the resultative construction itself 

contributes meanings. Next, it is found that both bei…de construction and ba…de 

construction are a family of resultative constructions; they are composed of two 

subevents, and that many semantic properties such as aspectual information can be 

predicted from these two subevents. Finally, with some modifications of Jackendoff’s 

conceptual structure, we can discern better how the resultative concept of ba/bei…de 

constructions is encoded in the conceptual structure and how the verbal subevent and 

the constructional subevent in the ba/bei…de constructions are causally related. 

 


	Xiaoming ba  Xiaoing  ai  de  si qu  huo lai
	Zhangsan ba  Lisi  hen  de  yao   ya  qie  chi
	zai  wen wen   de shui  zhong ta  ba  jiao  xi  de hen  gan 



